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01 Land Acknowledgment

03 Purpose statement

We acknowledge and thank our Tongva,
Tataviam, and Chumash relations on
whose ancestral lands we reside, gather,
and pray. We honor all of the ancestors
and their descendants here today and the
contributions of all of our relatives, past,
present and future.

In July and August of 2021, 25 Indigenous
community members met weekly as a cohort
to support the development of an Outreach
and Engagement Toolkit, Training Video,
and Community Forum. Cohort members
represented over 20 Indigenous tribes,
nations and backgrounds and joined from
all areas of Los Angeles County to share
their experiences, strengths and resources
to help shape mental health services offered
for Indigenous community members. We are
indebted to each and every cohort member
for their input, energy and time devoted to
creating this wellness resource with and for
the Indigenous community.

02 Recognizing Indigeneity
It is important to note that many cohort
members utilized terms American Indian/
Alaska Native, Native American, First
Nations, and Indigenous interchangeably.
Cohort members collectively created
the following definition of Indigenous:
describing or pertaining to the original
caretakers (keepers) of the lands; including
the ancestors and their descendants, with
holistic inclusion of their unique relation
to land, knowledge systems, ceremonies,
traditions, and worldview.
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Community
Agreements.
Cohort members created the following
Community Agreements to help guide
dialogue and hold space for personal and
difficult conversations:
• Speak from your heart and listen with your heart
• Speak with respect and listen with respect
• Honor relations and honor privacy
• Use I statements
• Practice the Four Agreements:

• Integrate an oops/ouch approach (calling in)
• Close on a positive note
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Myths and facts
regarding the
AI/AN community.

Introduction
Indigenous people have been deeply impacted by historical trauma caused by genocide, colonization,
missionization, ongoing assimilation attempts, consistent erasure, appropriation, fantization, as well
as federal and state policies. These policies have had detrimental impacts on Indigenous knowledge
systems, language, culture and ceremonies. It is critical for wellness providers to see how this history
continues to impact our communities’ wellness.

Stereotypes, Myths and Assumptions
Many of the stereotypes, myths and assumptions that arose during cohort meetings may be
categorized through five interconnected, systemic areas: (1) lack of understanding tribal diversity,
(2) colonization and erasure (3) racism and sexism (4) educational systems and (5) economic realities.
1. Awareness of the diversity of Indigenous peoples’ cultures and appearance
There is very limited knowledge of the diversity of our tribal nations including how our experiences
vary depending on setting: whether we are from rural, reservation, rancheria or urban settings. It is
critical for providers to understand we are not one homogeneous group. Examples shared include
assumptions that all Native Americans:

2. Awareness of the ongoing impact of colonization and erasure
Due to the erasure of our experiences, histories and communities in K-12 curriculum, mainstream
media, government, and other leadership areas, our community is virtually written out and deemed
invisible. Examples shared include:
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3. Awareness of racist and sexist actions
Racist and sexist actions impact Indigenous peoples’ sense of safety, identity development and mental
wellness. Daily reminders of such racist and sexist values exist through the following examples:

4. Awareness of educational experiences and professional opportunities
There are many assumptions about Native peoples’ knowledge systems, educational capacity and
economic opportunities. Lack of research and connection with Indigenous educators and traditional ways
of teaching outside of Western perspectives as well as the lack of inclusion and diverse required readings
within K-12 all contribute to these challenges. These include ideas that:
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5. Awareness of economic realities
• Myths include ideas that all Natives or Tribes:

Closing Summary:
We recognize our collective histories, strengths and ways
of being started long before settlers arrived at Turtle
Island (North America). Native people have a long history
of studying astronomy, math, and ecological stewardship
to build and protect communities. We see the ongoing
connection to the past and the resiliency of our collective
peoples through movements and advocacy including
efforts at Maunakea, the Amazon rainforest, Bolivia,
Mashpee Wampanoag homelands, Yurok/Kurok territory,
Residential/Boarding Schools and efforts in Oklahoma,
among others. Our communities are still actively healing
and growing to protect the sacred and ensure teachings
continue with our future generations.
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Tools to identify
implicit bias a
 nd
privilege.
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What is bias?
Bias is a tendency to favor one explanation, opinion, or understanding over another perspective that
is potentially equally valid. Everyone operates with some degree of bias which can greatly influence
how we see the world. Individuals are much more likely to accept information that aligns with their
worldview than information that undermines it. There are also various forms of bias including:
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What is privilege?
Privilege is a right or benefit, advantage, or favor that is given to some people and not others
(Merriam-Webster). There are specific privileges and biases associated with varying aspects of our
identity, including: race, age, gender, sexual orientation, gender identity, neurology, citizenship,
religion, physical ability, health, level of education, and others.

What are causes and effects of implicit bias and privilege?
Our personal implicit bias and privileges cause us each to see and navigate the world through
different lenses. We all have different experiences and biases that inform how we move through
the world.
Our personal bias and privileges effect how we see ourselves, how we interact with others, and also
cause us to make assumptions. On a structural level, biases and privileges influence how resources
are allocated to communities.

How can we identify implicit biases and privilege?
Prevention includes consistent research, education and training to build awareness of evolving
privileges and biases. It is important to ask questions, reflect, recognize and hold space for
various perspectives or possibilities. At the same time, it is essential to maintain transparency
and communicate when we are biased. This is critical for our personal relationships and even the
perspectives that we hold for ourselves. Cohort members recognized the following biases that impact
many Indigenous communities and their access to therapy and other services that impact
their wellness:

Cohort members recognized that through the pandemic some tribes had increased access to COVID
vaccinations and jurisdiction to maintain safety of residents on tribal lands while other tribes
experienced detrimental impacts. These include difficulty accessing ventilators, hospital beds,
Personal Protective Equipment (PPE) and access to healthcare as well as significant loss of elders,
parents and even young people.
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Cohort members also recognized difficulties in the following items related to understanding implicit
bias and privilege:

A significant finding throughout our discussion
was the mutual understanding that it is important
for therapists to start their relationships with
clients by recognizing and vocalizing that they
may not be the best fit for the client, and that
is okay. Ultimately, clients must be empowered
to advocate for themselves in identifying what
they need and what is working for them on
their wellness journey. Providers should also
build meaningful relations with Indigenous
organizations and wellness providers so they may
learn, reciprocate, and refer clients as needed.
11
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Wheel of Power/Privilege

adapted from ccrweb.ca | @sylviaduckworth
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Psychosocial
struggles specific
to the AI/AN
community.
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Psychosocial struggles specific to the AI/AN community
Our community is effected in various unique ways by social and structural determinants that
influence where we eat, work, play and pray. General health determinants include discussions around
socioeconomic status, genetic predispositions, and numerous environmental factors. Psychosocial
factors impact communities of color causing increased disparities in relation to chronic health issues
such as cancer, diabetes, heart disease, thyroid issues, migraines, chronic liver disease, respiratory
disease or stroke. Collectively, psychosocial struggles impact our communities’ ability to continue
generational teachings such as eating traditional foods and engaging in cultural practices that
strengthen our mental health.

Social Determinants of Health
Social determinants of health: A range of personal, social, economic, and environmental factors that
contribute to personal and population health. The conditions in which people are born, grow, live,
work, and age.

https://www.cdc.gov/publichealthgateway/sdoh/index.html
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Biopsychosocial Model of Health

In seeking mental health support it is important to understand what a diagnosis is and how this term
in particular resonates with Indigenous community members. This section includes examples of how
to help reduce stigma and increase awareness of psychosocial challenges specific to the Indigenous
community in order to increase effectiveness of wellness services.

What is a diagnosis?
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What does it mean to have a mental health diagnosis?

Cohort members repeatedly noted how distressing the term ‘diagnosis’ is and
emphasized that this term alone contributes to stigma around seeking services.
Example statements expressing this sentiment are as follows:
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Cohort members noted the following psychosocial factors that have impacted their
own experiences and families:

When it came to diagnosis for a medical field like that, we were told not to disclose a lot of our gifts.
I know a person who can see auras around certain people. I know people who can see things that
are going to happen, like someone is going to get sick in the future. A lot of Native Americans are
supposed to be considered to have their own, personal gifts. And if you disclose it to what they call
the white man’s world, they might see you as off, crazy, or mental, because you have that certain gift.
Native people in my family have always seen that term ‘diagnosis’ in a negative connotation. Because
instead of going to the hospital and getting mental help, you went to the kiva and it was dealt with
there and then you came home. It was totally different.

I was in kindergarten. I was very shy and I didn’t talk. [Educators] put me in an ESL class because they
assumed that I didn’t speak English. I was in classes and I could read everything and I was kind of
confused, like why I wasn’t with my friends? I told my mom. We asked to take the test over again. I
actually placed at the 5th grade reading level. I always kind of felt really insecure. Luckily, I was able
to work through it. But still, to this day, I still suffer with imposter syndrome where I’m like, oh, I’m not
smart enough to be in this room or have this job.
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How can providers contribute to building resiliency among Indigenous
community members?

The Medicine Wheel
It is important for providers
to offer a holistic approach
to mental health services
with intentional learning and
integration of how teachings
such as the Medicine
Wheel inform our wellness.
Providers must recognize the
importance of finding balance
among these four areas and
also must understand that
Indigenous wellness
is prevention.
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I think that it’s building our kids up and connecting with them in a way that their spirit recognizes.
Being outdoors, being silly or having puppet or animal shows. Telling children how special they are
and where they come from, about their ancestors and relatives. Being the type of person that is an
example that you don’t have to be a mean, bad, person to be powerful. You can be tough and you [are
capable of completing] hard things.

Telling our children, ‘There is nothing you can’t do, you don’t even know.’ Let’s find out. What is it
that you like? Let’s do it. Let’s get into it. [As adults we also can’t be] afraid to also do work around
our inner child around these children, our nieces, nephews, cousins, all these kids. Just getting them
together and having them experience nature, love, power and teaching them mindfulness and grit.

Cultural Competence, Responsiveness, and Culturally Inclusive Services

Principles of cultural competence include:
1. Define culture broadly
2. Value clients’ cultural beliefs
3. Recognize complexity in language interpretation
4. Facilitate learning between providers and communities
5. Involve the community in defining and addressing service needs
6. Collaborate with other agencies
7. Professionalize staff hiring and training
8.Institutionalize cultural competence
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Principles of cultural responsiveness include:
• This competency also includes having an awareness of one’s own
cultural identity, community norms and views about difference
• This includes the ability to understand the within-group differences
that make each person unique, while celebrating the between-group
variations that make our diverse community a tapestry
• Views cultural differences through an asset-based lens
• Values equity and is dependent upon cultural competence
• Culturally responsive leaders need to continuously support
minoritizedstudents through examination of assumptions about
race and culture

It is crucial for providers to reaffirm
that these psychosocial struggles have
direct impacts on community members
individually, as well as in our roles
as community leaders, community
members, aunt, uncles, cousins, etc.
Wellness providers must be committed to
cultivating a supportive environment that
is inclusive of holistic wellness while also
recognizing that tribal elders, spiritual
leaders and general community members
are essential in supporting the healing
process. Providers must be comfortable
to do their research, recognize limitations,
and refer clients as needed.
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Outreach and
engagement
interventions and
techniques.
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Uplifting word choice and imagery that includes contemporary reflections of Indigenous people,
communities, art, and land help to increase outreach efforts. Such visuals also contribute to reducing
stigma associated with even learning about mental wellness services.
Cohort members shared the following suggestions to develop more culturally-inclusive outreach and
engagement interventions and techniques:
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The following reflects suggestions made in regards to how physical spaces, approaches/services and
processes may increase outreach and engagement with the community:
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Cohort members also suggested the following outreach efforts to help providers include families or
extended relations:

Cohort members reiterated the importance
of Indigenous and non-Indigenous providers
maintaining openness to continuous training
and education around culturally inclusive
outreach and evolving messaging. A flexible
stance and receptiveness will help providers
and organizations establish themselves as
trusted spaces within the community. Cohort
members also emphasized the need to
integrate community members as leaders and
also reiterated the need to lead intentional
work through genuine, community-centered,
strengths-based approaches.
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Assiniboine & Gros Ventre
Aztec from Tenochtitlan
Cherokee Nation
Chiricahua Apache
Dakelh from Nak’azdli
Whut’en First Nations
Hopi Nation
Kanien kehá:ka from
ʼ
Kahnawá:ke First Nations
Lipan Apache
Mayan Tribes
Menominee
Mescal Valley Otomi
Mexica
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• Navajo Nation
• Pascua Yaqui Tribe of
Arizona
• Pima, Gila River
• Purépecha
• Santa Clara Pueblo
• Santo Domingo Pueblo
• Seneca
• Standing Rock Sioux Tribe
• Tohono O’odham
• Winnebago
• Yaqui
• Ysleta Pueblo
• Zapotec

Homelands of
Cohort Members
now residing in
Los Angeles.

Shared Resources.
• United American Indian Involvement Red Pages
• Los Angeles County Department of Mental Health, Underserved Cultural
Communities (UsCC)
• Indigenous Pride LA
• IllumiNative Infographics
Ecological Grief Resources:
• Thursday, April 22, 2021 – Grieving ecological loss
• Indigenous Peoples and Climate Justice in the Arctic
• The Impact of Climate Change on Mental Health: A SystematicDescriptive Review
• United Nations Permanent Forum on Indigenous Issues Fact Sheet
• Implicit Association Test (IAT)

• Documentary on Indigenous Music - RUMBLE: The Indians Who Rocked The
World (Official Trailer)
• The Wellbriety Movement and Intergenerational Trauma
• Native Wellness Institute - Daily Power Hour on Facebook
and YouTube

• Decolonizing Trauma Work by Renee Linklater
• An Indigenous Peoples’ History of the United States by Roxanne Dunbar-Ortiz
• Braiding Sweetgrass by Robin Wall Kimmerer
• Custer Died for Your Sins: An Indian Manifesto by Vine Deloria Jr.
• We Had a Little Real Estate Problem: The Unheralded Story of Native Americans&
Comedy by Kliph Nesteroff
• Radical Hope: Ethics in the Face of Cultural Devastation by
Jonathan Lear
• Transcend by Scott Barry Kaufman

• All My Relations
• Well For Culture
• The Good “Tu’i: Medicine by Pete C. Rodriguez (@yaquivegan)
• IllumiNative On-Air
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Wellness Providers
Serving Indigenous
Community Members
in Los Angeles, CA
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Click to access

View the Indigenous Mental Wellness Training
Video on the Los Angeles County Department
of Mental Health American Indian/Alaska Native
Underserved Cultural Communities website:
https://dmh.lacounty.gov/about/mhsa/uscc/american-indian-alaska-native-ai-an-uscc/
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